frequently asked questions

Empower Independent
Contractors
•• What is an independent contractor?

Independent contractors, also known as freelance workers or independent entrepreneurs, are selfemployed individuals that typically have more job flexibility than traditional employees. Contractors
can choose when and where they work, who they work for, and how much they charge for their
work. They are able to freelance (or contract) with multiple clients rather than being tied down in a
traditional employer-employee contractual relationship.

•• What kind of jobs do independent contractors do?

Contractors offer services as doctors, graphic designers, construction workers, home health care
providers, and childcare workers, among others. Contractors are rural and urban workers, disabled
and able-bodied workers, single and stay-at-home parents, seniors, and even retirees. Today, one in
five jobs in America is held by a worker under contract, and within a decade, freelance workers could
make up half of the U.S. workforce.1

•• What is the IRS common law factor test?

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) common law factor test is an analytical tool that helps employers
determine whether a worker is considered an employee or an independent contractor.2 It is the chief
federal independent contractor standard and is used in 19 states. This 20-factor test makes it easier for
businesses to engage with independent workers, and in turn, makes it easier for freelancers to work
for themselves. No single factor in the test determines an employee-employer relationship. Instead,
factors including behavior, financial, and business-relation questions focus on who controls what work
is done and how it is completed.

•• What are AB or ABC factor tests?

Unlike the common law test, every factor of an AB or ABC test must be met for a worker to be classified
as an independent contractor. If a business fails to prove any part of an AB or ABC test, the worker
must be classified as an employee. While most laws governing work-relationships come from the
federal government, 31 states use these overly-strict and burdensome worker-classification tests which
make it harder for businesses to contract with workers who wish to work for themselves.

•• What benefits are there for an employer to hire an independent contractor
versus a traditional employee?

Hiring independent contractors can benefit both employers and contractors alike. Contractors provide
access to alternative skillsets, possible financial savings, and increased business flexibility. Both large
and small businesses are embracing the freelancing economy because it allows them to find outside
perspectives and expertise, not just those in nearby communities.

a traditional employee?

Technology is increasingly making it easier for people of all education, skill, and income levels to
work as independent contractors—changing the workforce as we know it.3 Contract work provides a
highly-flexible work arrangement that allows workers to work for themselves no matter their location or
other physical limitations. Freelancing also allows workers to have diverse sources of income, which
protects them from fluctuations in the economy. Contracting provides millions of workers with a steady
income, keeping them from government dependency. Moreover, freelancing helps individuals with
disabilities, welfare enrollees, rural workers, seniors, and retirees find work that works best for them,
which means healthier people, families, and communities.4
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